AS SHE PREPARES FOR HER ROLE AT THE RIO GAMES

SHARRON DAVIES

THE OLYMPIAN TALKS CANDIDLY ABOUT HER NEW
SECRET FOR HOLDING BACK THE YEARS
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ooking fit and toned in figure-hugging jeans,
L
53-year-old Sharron Davies poses in the spring
sunshine at Bath’s elegant Royal Crescent Hotel.

HOLDING BACK THE YEARS
“Once you start to age, your face becomes less and
less symmetrical,” she says. “I had one eye that was
drooping and I saw that in the mirror every day. It
bugged me, so I decided to try this treatment.
“I did it because I wanted a gentle improvement
that didn’t involve surgery. To me, it’s no different to
colouring my hair. If it makes you feel good, go for
it. And do it for you, not because someone else tells
you to do it.”
However, Sharron concedes there is still pressure
on women in the public eye to look young. “Women
aren’t allowed to age as gracefully as men and it’s
still more acceptable for men to go grey and have
wrinkles. But Helen Mirren is doing an amazing job
of making us all feel better as we age.”
With her natural candour, Sharron has no qualms
speaking about her cosmetic procedures. In a
previous interview with hello!, she spoke of the
boob job she had after the births of her children.
“My boobs were only put back to how they were
before I breastfed,” she said. “It was never about
trying to become Pamela Anderson.
“When I was interviewing at the 2012 Olympics, a
story went out that I’d had my lips done. But I’m
pleased to say my lips are all natural.”
However, Sharron is irritated by individuals in the
public eye who are not as open and honest about
the cosmetic work they have undergone.
“It frustrates me when people I know are going
off to have similar treatments are claiming the way
they look is all down to eating organic food and
sleeping well,” she says.
“There’s no doubt about it, if you eat and
sleep well that is reflected in your skin and
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Sharron says that eating organic food and sleeping well can have their beauty benefits, but there
comes a time when wrinkles begin to show – so she has opted for a relatively new cosmetic
procedure to smooth her brow, for “a gentle improvement that didn’t involve surgery”

The statuesque blonde would leave most women
half her age on the starting block.
With a glowing complexion and well-defined
bone structure, the Olympian and former
Commonwealth Games champion swimmer is proof
that regular exercise and healthy eating pay off.
However, there is another vital ingredient to
thank for giving her the edge in holding back the
telltale signs of time.
And as the mum of three prepares to face the
unforgiving HD TV cameras when she heads to Rio
de Janeiro to co-present the BBC’s 2016 Olympics
coverage this summer, she reveals to hello! the
secret of her ever-youthful appearance.
“Three months ago, I became one of the first
people in the UK to try a new cosmetic treatment,”
she says. “I’d been having Botox and fillers since my
late 30s – not because I want to appear to be a
different age but to look the best I can at any age –
and this new procedure has worked wonders for me
in a soft, subtle way.”
The treatment, known as Silhouette Soft, is a nonsurgical facial procedure that involves a local
anaesthetic being applied to the skin, followed by
the insertion of sutures containing polylactic acid –
a biodegradable chemical – which is then said to
stimulate the production of collagen. According to
cosmetic practitioners who employ it, the effects can
last for up to 18 months.
In Sharron’s case, the procedure – which has only
recently become available for the brow area – has
lifted her brow, which no longer has the shiny,
“frozen” look often associated with Botox.

‘I don’t want to appear to be
a different age but to look
the best I can at any age’

Golden girl Sharron takes time
out relaxing in the walled garden
of Bath’s Royal Crescent Hotel 65
before preparing for her role
as poolside reporter during the
Rio 2016 Olympic Games
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general health. It’s the same with exercise – it’s all
about maintaining your metabolism.
“But when it comes to gravity and age, there is
no magic formula to stop that. So when celebrities
find a procedure or treatment that works, it’s a
shame they won’t share it.”
Sharron, who was just 17 when she won a silver
medal in the 1980 Moscow Olympics, is still superfit, working out four times a week at the gym in
her mansion near Bath.
“My stomach is my favourite part of my body,”
she says. “I do 200 sit-ups, sit on the exercise bike
for 40 minutes and do bingo-wing exercises with
weights. Cycling is also my thing and I love walking
our 18-month-old bassett hound, Flash.”
Yet after swimming for four hours a day for 20
years, Sharron is no stranger to the negative
impact of gruelling training sessions. She is
awaiting an operation on her right shoulder to
repair damaged tendons.
“It was caused by the rotation of the shoulder
during swimming,” she explains. “I haven’t been
able to swim because of it.
“I suffer from lower-back problems because of
my height, too,” adds 5ft 11in Sharron. “I have a
long body, long arms, and big feet!”
Despite the aches and pains brought about by
the rigours of her physical endeavours, she is as
active as ever and possesses an intrepid spirit.
“I feel no different now to how I did in my 20s.
And I’m as adventurous as I was when I was at 30.
I’d like to think I’d still do crazy stuff at 70,” says
Sharron, who has flown with the Red Arrows,
whitewater rafted and did a freefall parachute
jump last year.
As a working single mum, Sharron has instilled
the same can-do attitude in her children: Elliott,
22, and Gracie, 17, from her second marriage, to
British sprint champion Derek Redmond, and
nine-year-old Fin, to whom she gave birth after
eight rounds of IVF when she was 44, during her
third marriage to airline pilot Tony Kingston.
“The best job you can do as a parent is teach
your children how to stand on their own two feet,”
she says. “One thing I tell them is you have to be
brave. Life is always going to throw you a curve
ball, but you have to learn from it.”
It comes as no surprise to learn that all three of
her children are sporty, with Gracie harbouring

hopes of either joining Team GB to compete in
the 400-metre hurdles at the Tokyo Olympics or
finding another vocation in the world of athletics.
Meanwhile, Elliott is about to embark on
training to become a commercial pilot and little
Fin, a keen swimmer like his mum, is showing
promise in cricket, rugby and football.
“They’re really good kids,” says Sharron. “I trust
them and we have a great relationship. Being a
mother is the most important role in my life.”
Elliott and Gracie’s father, Derek, is very much
involved in their lives, as is Fin’s father.
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Referring to the break-up of her third marriage,
seven years ago, she says: “I’m not going to lie, it
was a difficult phase, but we got there in the end.”
But would she ever consider marrying again?
“I’m so busy working and making sure the kids
are okay, there’s not a lot of time for anything
else,” says Sharron. “But never say never.”
Welcoming her 11th Olympic Games – three as
a competitor and her eighth as a presenter for the
BBC – Sharron is excited in the run-up to Rio.
“Team GB is tipped to win even more medals
than at the London 2012 Games,” she says. “If we
do, we’ll be the first nation to win more straight
after an Olympics at home.”
Adam Petrie, James Guy, Fran Halsall and Jazz
Carling are her hot tips for gold in the pool, she
says. “Being poolside is amazing and I feel privileged
to talk to the swimmers straight after a race.”
After the elation of Rio, Sharron, who has spent
40 years in international sport and recently
completed a personal-trainer course, has plans to
set up her own fitness consultancy.
But with swimming in her blood, she confesses
that it would be her fantasy to get back into the
pool to compete again. “It’s so different to when I
started out,” says Sharron. “If I could turn
back the clock, I would jump at the chance.” H
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For information on Silhouette Soft, visit silhouette-effect.co.uk.

Sharron (above left) poses in the hotel’s cream
bedroom before working out in the gym (above).
It’s a rare trip away from her children, Gracie, Fin
and Elliott (all below, with Mum on a family
holiday in the Maldives)
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‘I feel no different now
to how I did in my 20s.
And I’m still adventurous’
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